Fourth-day regular session of First Chin State Hluttaw held.  
One cancelled out of nine State approved ministers by the State Hluttaw

NAY PYI TAW, 15 Feb - The fourth-day regular session of First Chin State Hluttaw took place at the meeting hall of the State Hluttaw at 10 am this morning, with the attendance of all 24 State Hluttaw Representatives including State Hluttaw Speaker U Hauk Khin Kham.

At the session, U Zan Kyint Paw (a) U Zozan of Tiddim Township Constituency 2 raised an objection signed by 11 Hluttaw representatives to State Hluttaw Speaker stating that U Kwi Htan of Kanpetlet Township Constituency 1, one of the nine state ministers nominated by the elected chief minister and approved by the State Hluttaw on the third-day regular session, was under 35 according to the Article 261 (a) of the Constitution of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar.

As regards the objection, the curriculum vitae of U Kwi Htan was examined and it was found that he was 19 days to 35 and the objection was in conformity with the law.

Thus the Speaker of the State Hluttaw announced the cancellation of the nomination of U Kwi Htan as state minister in accord with the law.

The fourth-day regular session of First Chin State Hluttaw concluded at 10. 7 am.
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